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Layering clothing for most is all
about trial and error. Some may
refer to it as an art and here at 
 Thatch and Fringe it is.

Fall and winter is really the
perfect time to hone in on those
skills and play around with the
perfect layering techniques. 
However I do understand it can
get a bit frustrating so Thatch
and Fringe is here to offer 5
simple tips/guides to help you
achieve this look quicker and a
little easier .  

MASTERMASTER  
YOURYOUR  
LAYERSLAYERS
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colour is key1.
 when choosing your look try to

stick to 2-3 colour families. 
 Adding a print is okay but
keep it to one. Mixing neutrals
is a great easy way to
successfully achieve this look
or use contrasting colours such
as navy and mustard.  

2.    Fabric Focus  
 when layering it is important and effective

to play with textures and weights of fabric.
It’s easy to overheat with two many layers
so try sticking to some lighter weight
fabrics and adding a heavier weight pant or
jacket to balance out the look. 

3.    Play with proportion  
 Personally I believe this is the most

challenging part of layering. You want to
find pieces that break up your body. For
example if you wear an elongated pant leg
or high waisted pant  and pair with a
bodysuit and a longer coat to complete the
look it will aesthetically look more put
together and proportionate. 
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4.    Stick to one bulky item   
 

5.     Have fun with it 
Mastering the “art” of layering takes time and practice. Not
always will it be perfect the first or even second time you
try. Don’t get frustrated or discouraged, fashion is meant
to be fun and as long as you portray confidence nobody

will even know the difference. 
 

Chances are others around  you are trying to figure out
their style as well and are probably thinking the outfit you

aren’t sure about looks amazing!  

Adding more than one larger or oversized piece starts to
look unflattering on your body.
 The key to mastering a proportioned outfit is keeping each
piece on the lighter side and then add one big piece,
whether it‘s a puffer coat, a big scarf or a oversized knit
sweater . 

Note, the larger chunky garment doesn’t always have to be
the top layer. You could wear a chunky sweater and layer a
lighter weight trench jacket on top.  
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TrendsTrendsTrends   
   

FallFallFall
   for 
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Blunt Bob
Never overthink your haircut is the perfect motto to

alwayskeeping your hair fresh and stylish. 
 

A blunt bob is the perfect style and will always make you
feel fresh off the runway! 
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Face Framing Highlights 

Soft Ribbons 

for Autumn 

‘The hottest trend for
fall. The reason is, it

suits everyone .
Blondes can go a little
lighter in the front or
dye it bright yellow or

blue. 
it is bringing  
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The wolf cut is the

newest take on the

shag/mullet. For a

modern shag look 

T O A S T E D

C O C O N U T

H A I R  

THEWOLFCUT 

Letting go of summer can be
hard! 

 
Ask your colourist for the

toasted coconut next time
you see them! 
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T W O  T O N E D  N A I L S  
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S I M P L E  E L E G A N T
D E S I G N S  
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FALL MAKEUPFALL MAKEUP  
TRENDSTRENDS

Aveda Morello
Lipstick 

+

Aveda Raisin 
Lipliner 

 

+

=

Aveda Maraschino 
colour balm 

 

Aveda pomegranate 
Lipliner 

 

=
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F A V O U R I T E
F A L L

C O L O U R S   
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cutecute  
&&

cozycozy  

Elevate any matching set by
pairing it with 

a long statement coat 
and a matching chunky knit

hat.   
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STATEMENTSTATEMENTSTATEMENT   
COATSCOATSCOATS   
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Trending FallTrending Fall
FootwearFootwear
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Transitional Looks

from work to date

night 

Switch out your dress pants for your favourite jeans and
layer with a statement coat 
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Blazers are a great way to
transition into date night
while still elevating your

look! 
 

To polish the look off add
a fun coloured shoe or

statement bag. 
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Boot heels are a great
option for dates . They
not only spice up your

look but often times will
also elongate your leg

giving a much more
feminine aesthetic
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Block heels are perfect
for date night outfits

while still being
comfortable

 
opt for a coloured heel

to add dimension to
your look.   
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Simply Fearless 
Designs 

High quality apparel and custom designs 

-Owner: Allison Logue- 



G E T  
T H E  
L O O K  
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How to style your hair for a night out 



S L E E K  P O N Y  

G E T  T H E
L O O K !

Brilliant
Hairspray 

$32

Morgan Roy Beauty
no-crease clips 

$15 

Morgan Roy Beauty Boar
Brush
$20 
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G E T  T H E
L O O K !

Amika Blowdryer 
Brush 
$135

Aveda Air Control 
$42Aveda Volumizing

Tonic
$33 
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G E T  T H E
L O O K !

Nutrition Plenish Curl
Gelee 

$47

Aveda Texture Tonic 
$37

All Products available for

purchase 

at Thatch & Fringe 

online or in-store 
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THATCHANDFRINGE .COM

HEAD ONL INE
NOW TO BOOK

 


